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Noncoding DNA regions have central roles in human biology, evolution, and disease. ChromHMM helps to annotate the noncoding
genome using epigenomic information across one or multiple cell types. It combines multiple genome-wide epigenomic maps, and
uses combinatorial and spatial mark patterns to infer a complete annotation for each cell type. ChromHMM learns chromatin-state
signatures using a multivariate hidden Markov model (HMM) that explicitly models the combinatorial presence or absence of each
mark. ChromHMM uses these signatures to generate a genome-wide annotation for each cell type by calculating the most probable
state for each genomic segment. ChromHMM provides an automated enrichment analysis of the resulting annotations to facilitate
the functional interpretations of each chromatin state. ChromHMM is distinguished by its modeling emphasis on combinations of
marks, its tight integration with downstream functional enrichment analyses, its speed, and its ease of use. Chromatin states are
learned, annotations are produced, and enrichments are computed within 1 d.

INTRODUCTION
Mapping of epigenomic marks, such as histone modifications,
histone variants, regions of open chromatin, and related marks,
has emerged as a powerful means to annotate genomes, to identify
putative regulatory elements, and to study their changing activity
across different cell types and in human disease1–4. Individual
marks can be studied in isolation, either through aggregation of
their genome-wide signal tracks relative to a set of predetermined
annotations5, such as transcription start sites or exon boundaries,
or by discovery of narrow peaks or broader domains in which the
mark is present in greater frequency than that of the surrounding
regions6. However, additional information can be gained by studying combinations of multiple marks in their spatial context. Such
patterns, termed ‘chromatin states’, often capture known classes
of genomic elements, such as promoters, enhancers, and transcribed, repressed, and repetitive regions7, and can also capture
novel classes or subclasses of elements. Recognizing chromatin
states, and identifying their genomic occurrences in each cell type,
provides a systematic annotation of DNA elements and regulatory control regions across cell types, which can then be used to
interpret genome-wide association studies (GWAS) results, study
gene regulation, and analyze cellular differentiation, among many
other applications (Fig. 1).
Development of the protocol
To address the challenge of interpreting many genome-wide
maps of diverse epigenomic marks, we developed a generative
machine-learning model to infer ‘hidden states’ in a given cell
type on the basis of the observed epigenomic marks at each
genomic position7. We termed these hidden states of the genome
‘chromatin states’, a term that captures both the probabilistic nature of a multistate model and the biological nature of
the state of chromatin at that location. We used a multivariate HMM, which allowed the probabilistic modeling of both
the combinatorial presence/absence of multiple marks (in the

emission parameters of the multivariate HMM) and the spatial constraints of how these mark combinations occur relative
to each other across the genome (in the transition matrix of
the HMM).
The mark emission probability vector of each state represents
the probability with which each mark is found in that state.
Dependencies between marks are captured by the different chromatin states, but within each state, mark emission probabilities
are assumed to be independent. The transition probabilities from
each state to each other state enable the model to capture the
positional biases of chromatin states relative to each other, such
as broad transcribed or repressed domains. The model parameters
are learned from the data de novo on the basis of an unsupervised
machine-learning procedure that iteratively attempts to maximize
the model fit to the data.
We implemented our method in a robust open-source software
package, (ChromHMM8), which enables the learning of chromatin states, annotates their occurrences across the genome, and
facilitates biological interpretation of these states by automatically
computing state enrichments for external annotations. Given that
histone modification marks occur at the resolution of individual
nucleosomes, ChromHMM by default partitions the genome at
200-nucleotide intervals, which roughly correspond to the resolution of a nucleosome and spacer region, although the interval size
can be altered by a user-specified parameter. For each genomic
interval, ChromHMM then determines the presence or absence of
each mark on the basis of the significance of the observed count
of sequencing reads relative to a Poisson background distribution,
or alternatively accepts user-specified binarization such as those
of peak callers. ChromHMM uses the resulting presence–absence
calls to learn a chromatin-state model, and create an annotation of
state occurrences across the genome. The ChromHMM software
includes parallelization support for multiprocessor machines,
which can substantially reduce run-time.
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Figure 1 | Overview of ChromHMM. (a) Tracks of multiple histone modifications are shown from one cell type, IMR90. From such types of tracks, ChromHMM
learns a set of chromatin-state definitions de novo, and then assigns each location in the genome to an instance of each state. The chromatin-state
assignments for IMR90 made on the basis of the model in b) are shown below the histone modifications. (b) The panel on the left displays a heatmap of the
emission parameters in which each row corresponds to a different state, and each column corresponds to a different mark for the Roadmap Epigenomics
18-state expanded model defined on the basis of the observed data for six histone modifications (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27me3, H3K27ac, H3K36me3, and
H3K9me3) from ref. 3. The darker blue color corresponds to a greater probability of observing the mark in the state. The heatmap to the right of the emission
parameters displays the overlap fold enrichment for various external genomic annotations in IMR90 cells (epigenome E017) and is similar to what was
previously shown for H1-hESC cells in ref. 3. A darker blue color corresponds to a greater fold enrichment for a column-specific coloring scale. The heatmap to
the right of that shows the fold enrichment for each state for each 200-bp bin position within 2 kb around a set of transcription start sites (TSSs). A darker
blue color corresponds to a greater fold enrichment, and there is one color scale for the entire heatmap. Candidate-state descriptions for each state, followed
by a state abbreviation, are shown to the right of the heatmaps. (c) The panel displays the browser view of ChromHMM genome annotation on the basis of the
model in b, which was defined across 98 cell and tissue types3. Each row corresponds to one of the cell or tissue types.
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Applications of the method
We originally applied the chromatin-state modeling framework
to genome-wide ChIP-seq maps of 41 epigenomic modifications and related factors from a single-cell type, CD4T cells5,7,9,
showing that their combinations and relative genomic positions
were highly informative of distinct biological functions. We later
demonstrated the applicability of the method to simultaneous
annotation of multiple cell types by virtual concatenation of
nine genome-wide epigenomic maps, each from nine cell types,
allowing us to learn a common set of chromatin states and their
locations across the nine cell types1 (Fig. 2). We subsequently
scaled this approach to >100 cell and tissue types (Fig. 1b,c)3,
and we also showed that open-chromatin assays can also be used
as features10,11. When not all marks are available in all cell types,
ChromHMM can make the best assignments with the available
data. Alternatively, ChromHMM can also be applied to imputed
data produced by a program such as ChromImpute12, which enables chromatin-state annotations to be produced on the basis of
a consistent set of marks across a concatenated set of cell types,
even if each mark is not mapped in every cell type considered.
Another approach for applying ChromHMM to multiple cell-type
data is to stack the tracks from the multiple cell types over the
same genomic location8,13,14 (Fig. 2).
ChromHMM has also been widely used by many others in
diverse applications, including studies of the noncoding genome,
gene regulation, and human disease. The ChromHMM software
has been downloaded thousands of times and has been cited in
the literature more than 500 times as of April 2017. Large consortium projects, including ENCODE10, Roadmap Epigenomics3,
Blueprint15, CEEHRC16, Mouse ENCODE17, and Drosophila
modENCODE18, have used ChromHMM as a basis for their analyses. ChromHMM reference annotations for humans are incorporated as reference tracks in popular genome browsers, including
the UCSC Genome Browser19 and Ensembl20. In the context of
gene regulation, ChromHMM has been used for understanding

long-range chromatin interactions21, nascent transcripts22, cellular reprogramming14,23, topologically associated domains24,
transcription-factor binding preferences1,25, and regulatory motif
disruptions in massively parallel reporter assays26. In the context
of human disease, ChromHMM annotations have been analyzed
in conjunction with GWAS for predicting the cell types relevant
to human traits or predicting the mechanism of individual
GWAS-identified loci1,4,10,27. ChromHMM has had applications
to studying diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease28,29, neurodegeneration30, type 2 diabetes31, and cancer32–35, among many other
diseases. ChromHMM has also been used for studying chromatin-state variation across individuals36, chromatin-state changes
across different Drosophila species37, and aging38,39, among many
other applications.
In this protocol, we will focus on running ChromHMM to
obtain a new chromatin-state model, and constructing genomewide annotations, rather than the diverse applications that the
resulting annotations enable. We also note that for many of these
applications, a researcher can simply use existing chromatin-state
annotations available for >100 cell or tissue types on the basis of
the data generated by the Roadmap Epigenomics3, ENCODE10,
and Blueprint15 projects (Table 1). These chromatin-state annotations can be accessed through multiple different browsers and web
portals (Table 1). In addition, chromatin-state annotations for
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) can be queried directly
through databases, including HaploReg40 and RegulomeDB41.
Comparison with other methods
ChromHMM is among the first, most widely used, and most
widely cited tools for chromatin-state discovery and annotation, but a number of other software packages are now available that address this problem. Before ChromHMM, HMMSeg 42
used a HMM to partition the genome into two states43. Segway
was later developed by the same group, using dynamic Bayesian
networks, and was used to generate annotations on the basis of
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Figure 2 | Overview of different options for handling multiple cell types in ChromHMM. (a) Multiple cell types are treated independently, leading to a different
model and annotation for each cell type. (b) Multiple cell types are effectively concatenated, leading to one shared model for all cell types, but cell-type-specific
annotations. (c) Data from multiple cell types are stacked, leading to one model based on an expanded set of features, and one annotation of the genome.
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Table 1 | Summary of some major available ChromHMM reference models and annotations defined across multiple cell and tissue types.
Cell/Tissue
types

Assembly

No. of
states

Ref.

URLs

127 diverse
ones (111
Roadmap
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16 ENCODE)

hg19

15

3
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(continued)
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Ensembl human
models

Minimum of 6marks-observed
human data
(H3K4me1,
H3K4me3,
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H3K9me3,
H3K36me3, and
H3K27ac)

74 Cell types
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4-marks-observed
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more states44. A number of other tools have appeared since for
learning chromatin states and annotating the genome, including
TreeHMM45, GATE46, diHMM47, CMINT48, hiHMM49, IDEAS50,
Segway-GBR51, STAN52, GenoSTAN53, EpiCSeg54, and Spectacle55,
some of which are tailored to specific use cases, such as strandspecific annotations52, hierarchical modeling47, or reduced

running time, but with a decreased ability to distinguish different
types of broader domains55. Additional chromatin-state methods
and models have been proposed, but these were not accompanied
by new publicly available software applications designed for the
task56–63. Additional tools exist that aim at addressing related
problems in unsupervised epigenome annotation: jMOSAiCS64

Box 1 | Summary of main ChromHMM commands
This box summarizes some of the main commands of ChromHMM. Additional details about these commands and other commands can be
found in the ChromHMM manual. Additional details about some of the output formats are presented in Box 6. For the file naming,
‘N’ corresponds to the number of states and ‘celltype’ corresponds to one of the cell types.
BinarizeBam—This command converts a set of BAM files of aligned reads into binarized data files in a specified output directory,
which can then be used as input to LearnModel.
BinarizeBed—This command is similar to BinarizeBam, but takes aligned reads in BED format instead of BAM format.
BinarizeSignal—This command takes a set of signal files, by default assumed to represent counts, and converts them
into binarized data in a specified output directory, which can then be used as input to LearnModel.
LearnModel—This command takes as input a set of binarized data files and, when executed, allows ChromHMM to learn a
chromatin-state model. After learning the model, ChromHMM produces a genome annotation in both a simple four-column BED format
and BED formats designed for view in a genome browser. After producing the genome annotation, ChromHMM also computes overlap
and neighborhood enrichments for a set of external annotations. In addition to prompting ChromHMM to learn the model, this command also effectively executes the MakeSegmentation, MakeBrowserFiles, OverlapEnrichment, and NeighborhoodEnrichments commands. A webpage is created with links to all the files and images created (see Box 6, and Fig. 3).
MakeSegmentation—This command takes a previously learned model and binarized data, and outputs for each cell type a
segmentation file containing a genome annotation in a four-column BED format in files named celltype_N_segments.bed.
MakeBrowserFiles—This command takes as input a segmentation file containing a genome annotation in a four-column
BED format and converts it into two types of BED formats for viewing in the browser, one in which a genome annotation can
be displayed on a single line and the other in which there is one line per state, named celltype_N_dense.bed and
celltype_N_expanded.bed, respectively, when called by LearnModel.
OverlapEnrichment—This command computes the fold enrichment of each state of a ChromHMM-generated annotation for a set
of external annotations, generating the output in text and image formats, and producing files named celltype_N_overlap.txt,
celltype_N_overlap.png, and celltype_N_overlap.svg when called by LearnModel.
NeighborhoodEnrichment—This command computes the fold enrichment of each state relative to a set of anchor positions,
generating the output in text and image formats, and producing files named celltype_N_anchorfeature_neighborhood.
txt, celltype_N_anchorfeature_neighborhood.png, and celltype_N_anchorfeature_neighborhood.svg
when called by LearnModel.
CompareModels—This command compares the emission parameters of models with different numbers of states to a reference model
in terms of parameter correlations. The reference model is usually selected to be the model with the largest number of states being
considered. The output contains, for each state of the reference model and for each other model being compared, the maximum
correlation of the state of the reference model with any state of the model being compared. The output is generated in .txt, .png,
and .svg image formats.
Reorder—This command reorders states of the model, or the columns of the emission matrix, and outputs updated model parameter files.
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and scHMM65 call peaks or domains for epigenomic marks in
the context of other marks, but annotate only peaks or explicitly
observed combinations of them, which can grow exponentially
with the number of marks; ChromaSig66 discovers multi-mark
epigenomic patterns in fixed-size windows, but leaves large portions of the genome unannotated to any pattern.
ChromHMM has several characteristics that distinguish it from
most methods in this vibrant space: (i) Although most other methods seek to model the signal levels of each mark, which can lead
to overfitting small signal variation due to noise, ChromHMM
focuses its modeling power on combinations of epigenomic
marks, by using binary presence/absence input features. This has
enabled ChromHMM to discover chromatin states such as a state
associated with Zinc finger genes (despite the diffuse signal of its
associated marks and small genome coverage)3,7,12 and a putative
bivalent promoter state67 that are often missed by other methods
that directly model signal levels, even when applied on the same
data sets53. (ii) ChromHMM’s robust and efficient implementation, including multi-core parallelization, enables it to be used
for large-scale applications, as demonstrated by learning models
based on a dozen marks across >100 cell and tissue types while
using the entire genome for training12. (iii) ChromHMM can work
directly from aligned reads, so that separate signal-generation
software is not needed; and (iv) ChromHMM also has practical
advantages, including its ease of use, easy installation (it requires
only unzipping a .zip file), and broad portability (it requires only
Java, which is commonly installed on many systems, and has no
external dependencies or additional system requirements).
ChromHMM also provides tight integration with downstream
chromatin-state enrichment analyses, including sets of external
annotation files for commonly studied species, which facilitates
biological interpretation of the discovered chromatin states. After
producing a chromatin-state annotation, ChromHMM also automatically provides a report that includes the model parameters,
state enrichments for external annotations, and chromatin-state
annotations in formats for both downstream computational
analysis and browser visualization.
Level of expertise needed to implement the protocol
ChromHMM uses a command-line interface, which facilitates
scripting but requires a minimum level of familiarity with command-line execution of programs. It also generates reports of
model parameters and enrichments for external genomic annotations, which requires some familiarity with genome biology to
help in the biological interpretation of the results. Beyond basic
scripting and some understanding of genomics, no other specialized skills are needed.

Limitations of ChromHMM
ChromHMM can automatically infer models and compute
enrichments for the states of the models on the basis of external annotations without prior biological knowledge; however,
the state interpretation still requires a knowledgeable human.
The interpretations that one gives to states are only candidatestate annotations, and one should not assume that each instance
assigned to a state is a true instance of the annotation.
Although ChromHMM has a CompareModels command
that facilitates comparison of emission parameters of models with
a different number of states, it does not automatically decide on
the number of states one should use. Although sometimes there
can be a clear lower bound on the number of states, as key biological-state distinctions are not resolved with fewer states, the upper
bound can be less clear. In general, the number of biologically
meaningful chromatin states that can be discovered will increase
with the number of input tracks, although this will depend on
the extent of redundant information in the tracks. Finally, even
for a fixed set of input tracks, the desired resolution of biological
interpretation can dictate the number of states.
ChromHMM works on fixed bin sizes (default 200 bp), but for
some applications, one can obtain more relevant higher-resolution boundaries by directly considering nucleosome depletion
from the histone modification signal1, DNase I peaks68, or footprints within them69,70. These boundaries could then still be used
in conjunction with chromatin-state annotations71.
Experimental design
ChromHMM commands. ChromHMM has a number of different
high-level commands (Box 1) that provide support for binarizing
aligned reads, learning models based on the binarized data, and
conducting downstream analyses.
Input data. ChromHMM is flexible in the types of data that it
can model. Any type of data that can be binarized in a meaningful
way can, in principle, be applied to ChromHMM. ChromHMM’s
provided binarization procedure uses a given set of aligned reads.
If desired, manipulations to reads, such as collapsing duplicate
reads or downsampling an imbalanced and deeply sequenced
data set, should be conducted before providing the reads to
ChromHMM.
ChromHMM can use input control data, such as those produced by mapping whole-cell extracts or IgG ChIP data72. Control
data provide information on local background signal levels, which
ChromHMM can use to adjust binarization thresholds locally
instead of having a uniform threshold genome wide. ChromHMM
can also use control data as an additional model feature.

MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
Software
• ChromHMM (mirrored at http://www.biolchem.ucla.edu/labs/ernst/
ChromHMM and http://compbio.mit.edu/ChromHMM) can be run on
any system supporting Java 1.5 or a later version (https://java.com/en/
download/). A user manual with more detailed documentation is also
available from the ChromHMM website. The software, including the
source code and documentation, is also available through a versioncontrol repository at https://github.com/jernst98/ChromHMM.
This protocol is based on the most recent release of ChromHMM
(v1.12, release date: April 15, 2016)

Input data
• The recommended input data to ChromHMM are coordinates of aligned reads
in BAM, BED, or tagAlign formats. If aligned reads are unavailable, such as
with imputed data, ChromHMM also provides support for externally called
peaks or signal data. If you are using externally called peaks, then they should
be narrow peak calls, as the use of broad peak calls is not recommended, as described in Step 4. If you are using signal data, ChromHMM provides support
for binarizing it through the BinarizeSignal command, which by default
assumes that the signal represents count data. The use of BinarizeSignal
is discussed in the user manual. For all text files provided as input, ChromHMM supports both unzipped files and gzipped files with a .gz extension.
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PROCEDURE
Installation ● TIMING 5 min
1| If Java is not already installed, then install Java from https://java.com/en/download/ and follow its corresponding
instructions.
2| Download ChromHMM from http://www.biolchem.ucla.edu/labs/ernst/ChromHMM or http://compbio.mit.edu/
ChromHMM/. This will save a file (ChromHMM.zip) to a local computer. After the file has been saved, unzip the file.
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3| From the command line, change into the now-unzipped ChromHMM subdirectory containing the ChromHMM.jar file.
Binarization ● TIMING 1 h
4| Prepare a tab-delimited text file specifying the design file for the cell-mark-aligned read files according to whether there
is a single cell type (option A) or multiple cell types that will be treated independently (option B) or concatenated (option C),
or multiple cell types for which the features will be stacked to provide a single-genome annotation (option D) (Fig. 2).
(A) Single-cell type
(i) Format a single file in the form:
cell1   mark1   cell1_mark1_file
cell1   mark2   cell1_mark2_file
(B) Multiple cell types being treated independently
(i) Format a file for each cell type in the form:
File 1:
cell1   mark1   cell1_mark1_file
cell1   mark2   cell1_mark2_file
File 2:
cell2   mark1   cell2_mark1_file
cell2   mark2   cell2_mark2_file
(C) Multiple cell types being concatenated
(i) Format a single file in the form:
cell1   mark1   cell1_mark1_file
cell1   mark2   cell1_mark2_file
cell2   mark1   cell2_mark1_file
cell2   mark2   cell2_mark2_file
If some mark is specified only in a subset of the cell types, then it will be treated as missing in the remaining cell
types (encoded with ‘2’) in the binarized files.
(D) Multiple cell types with stacking features
(i) Format a single file in the form:
genome   cell1_mark1   cell1_mark1_file
genome   cell1_mark2   cell1_mark2_file
genome   cell2_mark1   cell2_mark1_file
genome   cell2_mark2   cell2_mark2_file
 CRITICAL STEP If there are multiple files for the same cell and mark combination, then each can be specified and their
reads will be pooled, or alternatively, the files can be combined outside of ChromHMM.
 CRITICAL STEP The .bed or .bam files supplied to BinarizeBed or BinarizeBam should in general contain the
locations of aligned reads. ChromHMM also allows binarizing data on the basis of already-called peaks, as opposed to aligned
reads, in which case the ‘-peaks’ flag would need to be specified when executing the BinarizeBam or
BinarizeBed commands in Step 7; otherwise, the output would not be meaningful. If you are supplying
already-called peaks to ChromHMM, it is not recommended to use broad peak calls. ChromHMM already considers
spatial information, and if you are supplying broad peaks, then ChromHMM could have states corresponding to a
combination of marks that do not actually co-occur at the resolution at which it operates.
5| If input control data such as whole-cell extract or IgG ChIP data72 are available, consider using them either as an
additional feature (option A) or by adjusting the binarization threshold locally on the basis of the relative level of the
control reads (option B)8. Option A is recommended if the control data are relatively flat, except in specific positions
(often associated with artifacts), or if the control data were not sequenced deeply. Option B is recommended if the control
data show peaks in regions other than artifact-associated regions and are sequenced sufficiently deeply to estimate accurate
levels of the local background.
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(A) Treat control data as an additional feature
(i) Format the cell-mark-aligned read file(s) to have the form:
cell1   mark1    cell1_mark1_file
cell1   mark2    cell1_mark2_file
cell1   control   cell1_control_file
(B) Use control data to adjust the binarization threshold locally
(i) Format the cell-mark-aligned read file(s) to have the form:
cell1   mark1   cell1_mark1_file   cell1_control_file
cell1   mark2   cell1_mark2_file   cell1_control_file
in which the control file is the fourth column. Mark-specific control files can also be specified.
6| Determine if the genome assembly corresponding to the data has a chromosome-length file in the CHROMSIZES
directory. Chromosome-length files for the assemblies hg18, hg19, hg38, mm9, mm10, rn5, rn6, danRer7, danRer10, dm3,
dm6, ce6, and ce10 are currently provided in the CHROMSIZES directory. If the desired assembly is already included, nothing
needs to be done at this step.
If the desired assembly is not found in the directory, then it must be prepared and placed in the CHROMSIZES directory.
The format is a two-column format in which the first column is the chromosome name and the second is the chromosome
length. Such information for a number of additional assemblies is available from the UCSC Genome Browser73. Linux and Mac
users can obtain such files directly by first downloading the fetchChromSizes script from the corresponding directory
for their system here: http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/. At the command prompt, type
./fetchChromSizes assembly > assembly.txt
7| Execute the command to binarize the data. If the reads are in BED or in tagAlign format, execute the BinarizeBed
command (option A). If the reads are stored in BAM files, execute the command BinarizeBam (option B).
(A) Execute BinarizeBed
(i) Enter the command
java -mx4000M -jar ChromHMM.jar BinarizeBed chrlengthfile inputdir cellmarkfiletable
outputdir
chrlengthfile contains the chromosome-length file described in Step 6, inputdir is the directory with the
aligned reads, cellmarkfiletable is the design file described in Steps 4 and 5, and outputdir is the directory
in which the binarized data should be written. For each cell type and chromosome, ChromHMM will generate one
binarized data file. The first line will contain the cell type and chromosome. The second line will specify the marks,
and the remaining lines for each consecutive bin will specify the binary call for each mark. ‘-mx4000M’ specifies the
amount of memory given to Java and should be adjusted as needed for this and other commands.
When executing the command, also add any appropriate optional parameters. Optional parameters are specified
immediately after BinarizeBam or BinarizeBed. The full set of options is discussed in the manual. Some
options to note are described in Box 2.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
(B) Execute BinarizeBam
(i) Enter the command
java -mx4000M -jar ChromHMM.jar BinarizeBam chrlengthfile inputdir cellmarkfiletable outputdir
The parameters for BinarizeBam are the same as those for BinarizeBed mentioned above.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
File preparation for enrichment analyses ● TIMING 30 min
8| If you are interested in including external coordinate annotations not already included with ChromHMM in the overlap
enrichment analysis of the ChromHMM genome annotation, then prepare additional external coordinate files for this analysis.
ChromHMM includes some files for overlap enrichment analysis for the assemblies listed in Step 6. If you are using one of
these assemblies, then add additional files into the corresponding assembly subdirectory within the COORDS directory.
If you are using a different assembly, first create a subdirectory for that assembly within the COORDS directory.
The coordinate files should be in .bed format. This step can also be done after executing the LearnModel command in
Step 10 with enrichments then computed by running OverlapEnrichment in Step 13, although the overlap enrichment
analysis would not be automatically included in the report generated by the LearnModel command.
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Box 2 | Notable options for the ‘BinarizeBed’ and ‘BinarizeBam’ commands
-b binsize—This specifies the bin size that ChromHMM will use. The default is 200-bp bins. If you are setting the size to a
different value, then the same option and value must be included with other commands. If you are using the default ChromHMM
binarization procedure, this value should not be made too small; otherwise, there will be too few reads to reliably make presence calls.
-p poissonthreshold—This specifies the tail probability of the Poisson distribution to which the binarization threshold should
correspond. The default value is 0.0001.
-f foldthresh—This parameter specifies the minimum fold enrichment threshold for the signal to have a present call, even if
the Poisson significance threshold is met. By default, this value is 0, but setting it to larger values may be useful when working with
deeply and imbalanced sequenced data sets.
-n shift—This parameter specifies the amount reads are shifted to determine their bin assignment. Reads are shifted in a
strand-aware way from the 5′ end in the direction of the 3′ end. The default read shift is 100 bp. ChromHMM directly supports only a
single read shift value for all marks. If different shift amounts are needed for different marks, they should be binarized separately and
then merged together outside of ChromHMM.
-center—Specify this flag if reads should be placed in the bin on the basis of the center coordinate position.
-peaks—As discussed in Step 4, include this flag if the .bed or .bam files correspond to peak calls instead of aligned reads. It is not
recommended to use peak calls based on broad domains as input.

9| If you are interested in including external position annotations not already included with ChromHMM in the
neighborhood enrichment analysis of the ChromHMM genome annotation, then prepare additional external position files
for this analysis. ChromHMM includes some files for the assemblies listed in Step 6. If you are using one of these assemblies,
then add additional files into the corresponding assembly subdirectory within the ANCHORFILES directory. If you are
using a different assembly, first create a subdirectory for that assembly within the ANCHORFILES directory. The format of
the file should be a tab-delimited text file in which the first column is the chromosome, the second column is the coordinate,
and optionally, the third column is the strand (‘+’ or ‘−’). This step can also be done after executing LearnModel in
Step 10 with enrichments then computed by running NeighborhoodEnrichment in Step 14, although the neighborhood
enrichment analysis would not be automatically included in the report generated by the LearnModel command.
Model learning ● TIMING typically ~4 h, but can be highly variable
10| To start model learning and have automatic enrichments computed after the model is learned, execute the
LearnModel command:
java -mx4000M -jar ChromHMM.jar LearnModel inputdir outputdir numstates assembly
In this command, inputdir specifies the directory containing the binarized data, which will often be the output directory
from Step 7. outputdir is the directory in which the output files from the LearnModel command should go.
numstates specifies the number states. assembly specifies the genome assembly for the input.
When executing the commands, also add any appropriate optional parameters. Optional parameters are specified immediately
after LearnModel. The full set of options and additional details are discussed in the manual. Some options to note are
described in Box 3.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
11| Repeat Step 10 for models with different numbers of states. If a computer cluster is available, then model learning can
proceed in parallel.
Post-model-learning analysis ● TIMING 2 h
 CRITICAL The steps in this section are optional; users can choose any or all steps depending on how they wish to use and
analyze the learned models.
12| If you are interested in comparing models with different numbers of states at the emission parameter level, which can
complement comparisons at the enrichment level, use the CompareModels command to generate a heatmap comparison
by entering the following command:
java –mx4000M –jar ChromHMM.jar CompareModels referencemodel comparedir outputprefix
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Box 3 | Notable options for the ‘LearnModel’ command
-b binsize—This specifies the bin size and it should match what is specified for BinarizeBam or BinarizeBed.
-p maxprocessors—This parameter specifies the maximum number of processors that ChromHMM should use. To have ChromHMM
try to use as many processors as those to which it has access, add the -p 0 flag. If the -p option is specified, ChromHMM uses a
parallel model-learning procedure, which can substantially reduce run-time when multiple processors are available. If the -p option is
not specified, then ChromHMM uses a single processor and an alternative model-learning procedure designed for a single processor.
-init information | random | load—This parameter specifies the approach to initializing the parameters of the model.
information is the default approach8. random initializes the parameter randomly on the basis of a random seed. load initializes
the parameters on the basis of the contents of a model file, with smoothing away from 0 by default. Note that for the information
initialization, the number of states cannot be greater than the number of observed mark combinations.
-r maxiterations—This parameter specifies the maximum number of iterations over all the input in the model learning. The
default is 200.
-printstatebyline—This flag directs ChromHMM to also output the state assignment of each bin printed as one line per bin in
consecutive order. The first two lines are header lines. These files end with _maxstate.txt.
-printposterior—This flag directs ChromHMM to also output the posterior probabilities over state assignments for each bin. The
first two lines are header lines, and then each consecutive line contains the posterior probability for each state in order in tab-delimited
format. These files end with _posterior.txt.

The referencemodel parameter specifies a file that contains the emission parameters of a reference model to which
other models should be compared. Generally, this will be a model with the largest number of states being considered. The
file should start with ‘emissions_’ and end with ‘.txt’ or ‘.txt.gz’. The comparedir parameter specifies the
directory that has the model emission parameters that should be compared with the referencemodel. The files should
start with ‘emissions_’ and end with ‘.txt’ or ‘.txt.gz’. outputprefix contains the prefix of the output files,
including possibly a directory. ‘.txt’, ‘.svg’, and ‘.png’ are appended to this prefix to produce files containing the
output (Box 1).
13| If you are interested in computing overlap enrichments in addition to those that were already computed after applying
the LearnModel command, then use the OverlapEnrichment command by entering
java -mx4000M -jar ChromHMM.jar OverlapEnrichment inputsegment inputcoorddir
outfileprefix
In this command, inputsegment specifies the segmentation file for which overlap enrichments should be computed.
inputcoorddir specifies the directory containing the external coordinates for overlap enrichment analysis. These files
should be prepared according to Step 8. outfileprefix contains the prefix, including possibly the directory, of the output
files that will have the extensions ‘.txt’, ‘.png’, and ‘.svg’ added to them (Box 1).
When executing the commands, also add any appropriate optional parameters. Optional parameters are specified
immediately after OverlapEnrichment. The full set of options is discussed in the manual. Some options to note are
described in Box 4.

Box 4 | Notable options for the ‘OverlapEnrichment’ command
-b binsize—This specifies the bin size and it should match what was used in the LearnModel command.
-center—This directs ChromHMM to compute the enrichment on the basis of the center position only of each interval in the
external coordinate file. Using this option, each entry has effectively equal weight, whereas, by default, entries that are wider will be
given greater weight.
-multicount—This specifies that bases overlapped by multiple intervals should be counted multiple times. The default is to count
a base only once.
-m labelmappingfile—This specifies a tab-delimited column mapping state IDs to descriptive names to display them on the
heatmap. The first column contains the state ID, including the prefix, and the second column contains the descriptive name.
-uniformscale—This specifies that the color scale should be uniform for the entire heatmap. The default is to use a
column-specific coloring scale.
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Box 5 | Notable options for the ‘NeighborhoodEnrichment’ command
-b binsize—This specifies the bin size and it should match what was used in the LearnModel command.
-l numleftintervals—This specifies the number of columns to the left of the anchor positions for which enrichments should be
shown. The default is 10.
-r numrightintervals—This specifies the number of columns to the right of the anchor positions for which enrichments should
be shown. The default is 10.
-s spacing—This specifies the spacing in base pairs at which enrichments should be displayed. The default is 200.
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14| If you are interested in computing neighborhood enrichments other than those that were already computed after
applying the LearnModel command, then use the NeighborhoodEnrichment command by entering
java -mx4000M -jar ChromHMM.jar NeighborhoodEnrichment inputsegment anchorpositions
outfileprefix

Box 6 | Default output files for the ChromHMM LearnModel command
For the following files, N indicates the number of states, and celltype indicates the cell type. If you are applying ChromHMM in
concatenated mode to multiple cell types, there will be corresponding files for each cell type.
webpage_N.html—This is a webpage that contains the commands used to learn the model and links to all the files generated as
part of the output.
emissions_N.txt—This is a tab-delimited text file containing the emission parameters of the HMM. The first row is a header row
indicating each mark used to define the model, and the first column indicates the state. The values correspond to the probability of
observing the mark of the column, conditioned on being in the state of the row.
emissions_N.png,emissions_N.svg—These files display the contents of emissions_N.txt as a heatmap in .png and .svg
image formats, respectively.
transitions_N.txt—This is a tab-delimited text file containing the transition parameters of the model. The first row and first
column are header rows and columns, respectively. A value corresponds to a transition probability from the state of the row to the
state of the column.
transitions_N.png,transitions_N.svg—These files display the contents of transitions_N.txt as a heatmap in .png
and .svg image formats, respectively.
model_N.txt—This file contains the emission, transition, and initial parameters of the HMM in a format for which ChromHMM can
parse all the parameters.
celltype_N_segments.bed—This file is a segmentation of the genome containing ChromHMM’s genome annotation for a cell
type in an easy-to-parse format. This is a four-column file in .bed format. The first column gives the chromosome, the second column
gives the beginning coordinate of the segment, the third column gives the end coordinate of the segment, and the fourth column
gives the state. The fourth column includes both the state prefix, which indicates how the states were ordered, and the state number.
The state prefixes are ‘E’ for emission-based ordering, ‘T’ for transition-based ordering, and ‘U’ for user-specified ordering.
celltype_N_dense.bed—This file gives ChromHMM’s genome annotation in a format that can be loaded into a browser and
displayed on a single line, with different states being differentiated by different colors.
celltype_N_expanded.bed—This file gives ChromHMM’s genome annotation in a format that can be loaded into a browser and
displayed such that each state appears on a different line.
celltype_N_overlap.txt—This file gives the enrichment of the states for various external annotations. The first row and the
first column are header rows and columns, respectively. The second column contains the percentage of the genome each state covers.
The last row indicates the percentage of the genome that each external annotation covers. The remaining rows correspond to different
states, and the remaining columns correspond to different external annotations. The values in these rows and columns correspond to
the fold enrichments for the presence of the external annotation in the state. The fold enrichments are computed as the ratio of the
fraction of bases assigned to the state that are in the external category to the fraction of bases in the genome that are in the
external category.
celltype_N_overlap.png,celltype_N_overlap.svg—These files display the contents of celltype_N_overlap.txt
in .png and .svg image formats, respectively, except without the bottom row containing the base percentages.
celltype_N_anchorfeature_neighborhood.txt—This file contains the fold enrichment of each chromatin state at fixed
positions relative to a set of ‘anchorfeature’ positions, in which each anchorfeature corresponds to one coordinate file provided to the
neighborhood enrichment analysis.
celltype_N_anchorfeature_neighborhood.png,celltype_N_anchorfeature_neighborhood.svg—These files
display the contents of celltype_N_anchorfeature_neighborhood.txt in .png and .svg image formats, respectively.
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b
Genome Segmentation Files
• GM12878_11 Segmentation File (Four Column Bed File)
• K562_11 Segmentation File (Four Column Bed File)

Input Directory: SAMPLEDATA_HG18
Output Directory: OUTPUTSAMPLE
Number of States: 11
Assembly: hg18
Full ChromHMM command: LearnModel -p 0
SAMPLEDATA_HG18 OUTPUTSAMPLE 11 hg18
Transition parameters

GM12878_11 Enrichments

1
2
3
4
5
5
7
8
9
10
11

Fold enrichment
GM12878_11

• Transition Parameter SVG File
• Transition Parameter Tab-Delimited Text File

Mark

• All Model Parameters Tab-Delimited Text File

• Emission Parameter SVG File
• Emission Parameter Tab-Delimited Text File

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Genome %
CpGlsland
RefSeqExon
RefSeqGene
RefSeqTES
RefSeqTSS
RefSeqTSS2kb
laminB1lads

State from (emission order)

State Enrichments

State to (emission order)

H3K27ac
H3K9ac
H3K4me3
H3K4me2
H3K4me1
H3K36me3
H4K20me1
WCE
H3K27me3
CTCF

State (emission order)
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Emission parameters
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

State (emission order)

Model parameters

Custom Tracks for loading into the UCSC Genome Browser:
• GM12878_11 Browser Custom Track Dense File
• GM12878_11 Browser Custom Track Expanded File
• K562_11 Browser Custom Track Dense File
• K562_11 Browser Custom Track Expanded File

Category
• GM12878_11 Overlap Enrichment SVG File
• GM12878_11 Overlap Enrichment Tab-Delimited Text File

Figure 3 | Example webpage screenshots. The figure displays screenshots of a portion of the webpage automatically generated by the ChromHMM ‘LearnModel’
command on the sample data. The webpage contains images and links to the files generated by ChromHMM. (a) Model parameters. (b) Gene segmentation files
and state enrichments.

In this command, inputsegment specifies the segmentation file for which neighborhood enrichments should be
computed. anchorpositions specifies the directory containing the files for neighborhood enrichment analysis.
These files should be prepared according to Step 9. outfileprefix contains the prefix, including possibly the directory,
of the output files that will have the extensions ‘.txt’, ‘.png’, and ‘.svg’ added to them (Box 1).
When executing the commands, also add any appropriate optional parameters. Optional parameters are specified immediately
after NeighborhoodEnrichment. The full set of options is discussed in the manual. Some options to note are described
in Box 5.
15| If you desire the states of the model to be in a different order, reorder them with the Reorder command by entering
java -mx4000M -jar ChromHMM.jar Reorder –o stateorderingfile inputmodel outputdir
inputmodel is the model file produced by LearnModel that should be reordered. outputdir is the directory into
which the reordered model, and emission and transition parameter files should be written. The option ‘-o stateorderingfile’ specifies a file that contains the state reordering. The file is in a two-column, tab-delimited format with the first
column containing the old state number and the second column containing the new state number without the letter prefixes.
Additional options can be found in the user manual.
16| If the states of the model were reordered in Step 15, then to generate a segmentation corresponding to the reordered
states or to generate a segmentation for data not used in learning an existing model, but in the same format, apply the
MakeSegmentation command by entering
java -mx4000M -jar ChromHMM.jar MakeSegmentation modelfile inputdir outputdir
In the above modelfile is the file containing the model for which segmentation files should be produced. inputdir
specifies the directory containing the binarized input data. outputdir specifies the directory into which the segmentation
files should go.
17| If you desire a change of state colors in the browser files, use the MakeBrowserFiles command by entering
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java -mx4000M -jar ChromHMM.jar MakeBrowserFiles –c colormappingfile segmentfile
segmentationname outputfileprefix
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In the above, segmentfile is the segmentation file in a four-column BED format. segmentationname is a name for
the segmentation. outputfileprefix is the prefix including a directory for the regenerated browser files. The extensions
‘_browserexpanded.bed’ and ‘_browserdense.bed’ are appended to outputfileprefix.
When executing the commands, also add any appropriate optional parameters. Optional parameters are specified immediately
after the MakeBrowserFiles command. The full set of options is discussed in the manual. The option noted above: ‘-c
colormappingfile’, specifies a file containing the state color mapping. The file is in a two-column, tab-delimited format.
The first column gives the state number without a prefix, and the second column gives the color in RGB format, with
comma-delimited values between 0 and 255. Choosing chromatin-state colors that are consistent with widely used
chromatin-state models can facilitate the interpretation of visualizations of state annotations (e.g., refs. 1,3,12 and Fig. 1b).
? TROUBLESHOOTING
Troubleshooting advice can be found in Table 2.

Table 2 | Troubleshooting table.
Step

Problem

Possible reason

Solution

7A(i),
7B(i)

There are no present calls (1
value) in the binarized data

Peak calls were provided, as opposed to
aligned reads, and the ‘-peaks’ flag was
not specified

Use aligned reads or add the ‘-peaks’ option

10

Error message that the
information initialization
strategy can support only a
certain number of states

The binarization might not have been
done correctly, and there are no present
calls. Alternatively, more states are being
asked for than there are observed combinations of marks

If there are no present calls, see troubleshooting
comments for Step 7. If there are more states than
combinations of marks, either reduce the number
of states or instead use the random initialization
option (Box 3)

Error message indicating
insufficient memory

Java does not have access to enough
memory or there is insufficient memory
available on the system

Increase the memory Java has access to by
increasing the value associated with the ‘-mx’
flag. Alternatively, if you are using the ‘-p’ flag,
set it to a small nonzero integer value to reduce
the number of processors, and thus memory used
simultaneously, at a cost of additional run time

● TIMING
Steps 1–3, installation: 5 min
Steps 4–7, binarization: 1 h
Steps 8 and 9, file preparation for enrichment analysis: 30 min
Steps 10 and 11, model learning: typically ~4 h, but can be highly variable
Steps 12–17, post-model-learning analysis: 2 h
ANTICIPATED RESULTS
The expected output of ChromHMM through the main ‘LearnModel’ command consists of a number of different files
summarized in Box 6. These files are all linked to an automatically generated webpage report file (Fig. 3). The outputs
of other specific commands of ChromHMM are described in Box 1.
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